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Abstract. The plant to be stabilized is a system node Σ with generating triple

(A,B,C) and transfer function G, where A generates a contraction semigroup

on the Hilbert space X. The control and observation operators B and C
may be unbounded and they are not assumed to be admissible. The crucial

assumption is that there exists a bounded operator E such that, if we replace
G(s) by G(s) +E, the new system ΣE becomes impedance passive. An easier

case is when G is already impedance passive and a special case is when Σ has

colocated sensors and actuators. Such systems include many wave, beam and
heat equations with sensors and actuators on the boundary. It has been shown

for many particular cases that the feedback u = −κy+ v, where u is the input

of the plant and κ > 0, stabilizes Σ, strongly or even exponentially. Here,
y is the output of Σ and v is the new input. Our main result is that if for

some E ∈ L(U), ΣE is impedance passive, and Σ is approximately observable

or approximately controllable in infinite time, then for sufficiently small κ the
closed-loop system is weakly stable. If, moreover, σ(A)∩ iR is countable, then

the closed-loop semigroup and its dual are both strongly stable.

1. The main results. This paper is a continuation and extension of our paper
[11], in the sense that we consider a more general class of linear infinite-dimensional
systems (system nodes) under more general assumptions, as described below, and
we are interested in stabilizing these system nodes by static output feedback. The
observability assumption imposed here is weaker than in [11], and correspondingly,
the stability properties of the closed-loop system will also be weaker. We shall refer
often to background and results from [11], but the concepts and techniques needed
to derive the results in this paper are quite different from those in [11].

To specify our terminology and notation, we recall that a system node Σ with
input space U , state space X and output space Y (all Hilbert spaces) is determined
by its generating triple (A,B,C) and its transfer function G, where the operator
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A : D(A)→X is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup of operators T
on X and the possibly unbounded operators B and C are such that C : D(A)→Y
and B∗ : D(A∗)→U . There are no well-posedness assumptions for a system node.
Nevertheless, for input functions u ∈ C2([0,∞), U) and for initial states z0 ∈ X that
satisfy Az0 + Bu(0) ∈ X, there exists a unique state trajectory z ∈ C1([0,∞), X)
satisfying ż = Az+Bu. The corresponding Y -valued output function y is defined by
y = C[z− (βI −A)−1u] + G(β)u (where β ∈ ρ(A)) and it is continuous. The space
D0 of all the pairs (z0, u) which are as described above is dense in X×L2([0,∞), U).
For (z0, u) ∈ D0, the functions z, y can also be expressed in terms of their Laplace
transforms:

ẑ(s) = (sI −A)−1[z0 +Bû(s)],

ŷ(s) = C(sI −A)−1z0 + G(s)û(s),

for all s ∈ C with sufficiently large real part. For details on system nodes we refer
to Malinen et al [26], Opmeer [29], Staffans [42], and a short introduction to system
nodes will be given in Section 2.

The system node Σ is called impedance passive if Y = U and for all (z0, u) in
the space D0 (defined a little earlier) and for all τ > 0,

‖z(τ)‖2 − ‖z0‖2 ≤ 2

∫ τ

0

Re〈u(t), y(t)〉dt . (1)

Necessary and sufficient conditions for passivity in terms of A,B,C,G will be re-
called in Section 3. The concept of impedance passivity has been introduced in
Willems [58] in the finite-dimensional context and has been generalized to the
infinite-dimensional context (with modified terminology) by several researchers, see
Staffans [39, 40] and the references therein.

In this paper we deal with systems (plants to be stabilized) that satisfy a relaxed
version of (1): there exists an E ∈ L(U) such that

‖z(τ)‖2 − ‖z0‖2 ≤ 2

∫ τ

0

Re〈u(t), y(t)〉dt+ 2

∫ τ

0

〈Eu(t), u(t)〉dt , (2)

for all (z0, u) ∈ D0 and all τ ≥ 0. Equivalently, if we replace G by G+E (and keep
A,B,C unchanged), then we obtain a modified system node ΣE which is impedance
passive. We call such system nodes almost impedance passive.

We remark that the existence of E such that (2) holds is obviously equivalent to
the existence of c ≥ 0 such that

‖z(τ)‖2 − ‖z0‖2 ≤ 2

∫ τ

0

Re〈u(t), y(t)〉dt+ 2c

∫ τ

0

‖u(t)‖2dt .

This condition is simpler, but for certain arguments it is better to refer to (2).
In [11] we considered the class of well-posed linear systems with colocated actu-

ators and sensors (meaning that C = B∗) and A was essentially skew-adjoint. In
Section 3 we revisit this class but without the well-posedness assumption. We show
that these systems satisfy (2) and moreover, for these systems we determine the
minimal E so that (2) holds.

Although the A operator of an almost impedance passive system node always
generates a contraction semigroup, it is not necessary that the actuators and sensors
are colocated. Moreover, a system node with colocated actuators and sensors and a
contraction semigroup need not be impedance passive. We give concrete examples
that illustrate these facts in Sections 6, 7 and 8, where we investigate in detail the
conditions for almost impedance passivity for some classes of second order systems.
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In Section 4 we consider an impedance passive system node and we examine the
effect of the static output feedback u = −κy+v, where κ > 0 and v is the new input
function, as shown in a block diagram in Figure 1. We give conditions under which
this feedback results in a closed-loop system Σκ that is well-posed and has nice
stability properties. To state our main results, we recall some stability concepts.

Definition 1.1. Let Σ be a well-posed linear system with input space U , state
space X, output space Y , generating triple (A,B,C) and transfer function G.

• Σ is input stable if for any v ∈ L2([0,∞), U), the state trajectory of Σ0

corresponding to the initial state zero and the input function v is bounded.
This property is also known as infinite-time admissibility of B.

• Σ is output stable if for any z0 ∈ X, the output function of Σ corresponding
to the initial state z0 and the input function zero is in L2([0,∞), Y ). This
property is also known as infinite-time admissibility of C.

• Σ is input-output stable if for any v ∈ L2([0,∞), U), the output function
of Σ corresponding to the initial state zero and the input function v is in
L2([0,∞), U). Equivalently, G ∈ H∞(L(U)), the space of bounded analytic
L(U)-valued functions on the open right half-plane.

• Σ is system stable if it is input stable, output stable and input-output stable.

We shall also use the following standard stability concepts for a strongly contin-
uous semigroup T on a Hilbert space X:

• weak stability means that 〈Ttz0, z1〉→0 as t→∞, for all z0, z1 ∈ X,
• strong stability means that Ttz0→0 as t→∞, for all z0 ∈ X,
• exponential stability means that there exist M ≥ 1 and α > 0 such that
‖Tt‖ ≤Me−αt for all t ≥ 0.

6−

g-
+

- Σ -

�κ

v u y

Figure 1. The open-loop system node Σ with static output feed-
back. If κ > 0 is sufficiently small, then this feedback results in a
closed-loop system Σκ that is well-posed and system stable. Under
suitable additional assumptions, the operator semigroup of Σκ and
its dual are strongly stable.

————————–

A consequence of our results in Section 4 is the following.

Theorem 1.2. Let Σ be a system node for which there exists E ∈ L(U) satisfying
(2). Then there exists κ0 > 0 (possibly κ0 = ∞) such that for all κ ∈ (0, κ0), the
feedback law u = −κy + v (where u and y are the input and the output of Σ) leads
to a well-posed closed-loop system Σκ that is system stable.

Moreover, the semigroup of Σκ is a contraction semigroup.

With the assumptions of the above theorem, denote ReE = 1
2 (E + E∗). If c is

the smallest number in [0,∞) such that ReE ≤ cI, then we can take κ0 = 1/c (if
c = 0 then κ0 =∞). In particular, if Σ is impedance passive then κ0 =∞.
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In Section 5 we prove some results concerning weak and strong stability under
mild observability and controllability assumptions. We say that (A,C) (or the
system node Σ) is approximately observable in infinite time if for every z0 ∈ D(A),
CTtz0 = 0 ∀t ≥ 0 implies z0 = 0. We say that (A,B) (or the system node Σ) is
approximately controllable in infinite time if (A∗, B∗) is approximately observable
in infinite time. The following theorem is a consequence of our results in Section 5.

Theorem 1.3. Under the notation and assumptions of Theorem 1.2, if (A,B,C)
is either approximately controllable in infinite time or approximately observable in
infinite time, then for every κ ∈ (0, κ0), the closed-loop semigroup Tκ is weakly
stable. If, in addition, the intersection of the spectrum σ(A) with the imaginary
axis iR is at most countable, then Tκ and its dual Tκ∗ are strongly stable.

The proof of the strong stability part of this theorem uses a famous result from
Arendt and Batty [2] and Lyubich and Phong [24] (see also Arendt et al [3]).

In the literature we can find various particular examples or classes of passive
systems stabilized by static output feedback. The result most closely related to the
last theorem is the main result of Batty and Phong [7]. In that paper, it is assumed
that A generates a contraction semigroup, B is bounded (i.e., it is in L(U,X)),
C = B∗ and the open-loop transfer function is G(s) = B∗(sI − A)−1B. Similar
assumptions have been made in a series of earlier papers: The first PDE examples
fitting into this framework were Bailey and Hubbard [4], Balakrishnan [5, 6], Russell
[32], Slemrod [36, 37]. In this case, G is positive and (by a simple argument) this
implies that the feedback u = −κy + v stabilizes in an input-output sense. Of
course, the most desirable type of stability is exponential stability and for this, in
the special case A∗ + A = 0, we need the system to be exactly controllable (or
equivalently, exactly observable). This is the setup studied in Haraux [19], Liu [22],
Lasiecka and Triggiani [20], [21] and others.

However, early on it was realized that exponential stability is not achievable with
a bounded B in the case that U is finite-dimensional and A has infinitely many
eigenvalues on the imaginary axis. This is illustrated in Russell [32] with a PDE
model of an undamped string. Similar results for a beam can be found in Slemrod
[37]. More generally, it is known that if U is finite-dimensional, B is bounded and A
has infinitely many unstable eigenvalues, we can never achieve exponential stability,
see Gibson [16], Triggiani [45] or Curtain and Zwart [12, Theorem 5.2.6]. So for
this class the best we can hope for is strong stability. Early results giving sufficient
conditions under which A − BB∗ generates a weakly or strongly stable semigroup
using LaSalle’s principle can be found in Slemrod [35]. These were sharpened by
Benchimol in [8] who used the canonical decomposition of contraction semigroups
due to Szökefalvi-Nagy and Foias [27]. He showed that if A generates a contraction
semigroup and B ∈ L(U,X), a sufficient condition for A−BB∗ to generate a weakly
stable semigroup is that

{x ∈ X | B∗T∗tx = 0 , ‖Ttx‖ = ‖x‖ = ‖T∗tx‖ ∀ t > 0} = {0} . (3)

In (3), T∗t may be interchanged with Tt. If, in addition, A has compact resolvents,
then (3) implies strong stability. The above result for weak stability was also ob-
tained by Batty and Phong [7]. They improved the above sufficient condition for
strong stability, obtaining: if the spectrum of A has at most countably many points
of intersection with the imaginary axis, then A − BB∗ generates a strongly stable
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semigroup if and only if (3) holds. It is worthwhile noting that, while the assump-
tion that B be bounded is restrictive, it does not exclude PDEs with boundary
control, see Slemrod [37], You [59] and Chapter 9 of Oostveen [28].

As already mentioned, there are systems that are impedance passive, but C∗ 6= B.
In [25] Luo, Guo and Morgul gave conditions for a class of PDEs to be impedance
energy preserving (i.e., (1) holds with equality). The PDEs were in one spatial
dimension with control and observation on the boundary and A was assumed to be
skew-adjoint and to have compact resolvents. Using LaSalle’s principle they showed
that under an observability assumption, the feedback u = −κy + v with κ > 0
produces a strongly stable closed-loop system. Using a different approach Le Gorrec
et al [17] defined a large class of hyperbolic-like systems in one spatial variable with
boundary control and observation that were impedance energy preserving. In Zwart
et al [48] it was shown, using a Lyapunov approach, that in the constant coefficients
case these systems could be stabilized by static output feedback.

Most of the existing results on static output stabilization of PDE systems assume
a skew-adjoint semigroup generator and colocated actuators and sensors. Theorems
1.2 and 1.3 include and generalize these results; neither a skew-adjoint generator
nor colocated actuators and sensors are needed.

Historical note. This paper has been written over many years, up to August
2007. The authors wanted to improve certain things, and put the manuscript aside.
Various events and projects distracted their attention and the manuscript remained
unsubmitted for over a decade. In March 2018, Ruth died of lung cancer. In
2019, at the urging of guest editor Marius Tucsnak, the remaining author has made
minimal adjustments and has submitted the manuscript to MCRF. The references
remained as they were in 2007, except that papers with the status of “submitted”
or “accepted” have been updated.

2. Some background on system nodes and well-posed linear systems. In
this section, we recall a rather general class of infinite-dimensional linear systems,
called system nodes. System nodes do not satisfy any well-posedness assumption,
but nevertheless they have well defined state trajectories and output functions cor-
responding to smooth input functions and compatible initial states, see Proposition
2.3. We also recall a few facts about well-posed linear systems.

In the semigroup approach to infinite-dimensional systems, we often encounter an
operator semigroup T on a Hilbert space X which determines two additional Hilbert
spaces, denoted by X1 and X−1. This construction is now part of standard operator
semigroup theory, see for example Engel and Nagel [15], Staffans [42, Section 3.6]
or Weiss [49, Section 3], so that we recall the main facts without proof:

Proposition 2.1. Let X be a Hilbert space and let A : D(A)→X be the infinitesimal
generator of a strongly continuous semigroup T = (Tt)t≥0 on X. Take α ∈ ρ(A).
(1) For each x ∈ D(A), define ‖x‖1 = ‖(αI − A)x‖. Then ‖ · ‖1 is a norm on X1

which makes X1 into a Hilbert space, and A ∈ L(X1, X). The operator (αI −A)−1

maps X isometrically onto X1.
(2) Let X−1 be the completion of X with respect to the norm ‖x‖−1 =
‖(αI − A)−1x‖. Then X is a Hilbert space and A has a unique extension to an
operator A ∈ L(X,X−1). (αI −A)−1 maps X−1 isometrically onto X.
(3) The restrictions of Tt to X1 form a strongly continuous semigroup on X1. The
generator of T as a semigroup on X1 is the restriction of A to D(A2).
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(4) The operators Tt have a unique extension to X−1 which form a strongly contin-
uous semigroup on X−1. The generator of this extended semigroup is A extended
to X as in point (2).
(5) The choice of α ∈ ρ(A) does not change the spaces X1 or X−1, since different
values of α ∈ ρ(A) lead to equivalent norms on X1 and X−1.

The notations A and Tt will be used also for the various restrictions and exten-
sions of these operators (as in the above proposition).

Below we give what we think to be the simplest formulation of the definition of
a system node. Equivalent and related definitions can be found, for example, in
Opmeer [29], Malinen et al [26], and Staffans [39, 42]. We refer to the same sources
for the proofs of the results stated in this section.

Definition 2.2. Let U , X and Y be Hilbert spaces. Let A be the infinitesimal
generator of a strongly continuous semigroup T on X, B ∈ L(U,X−1) and C ∈
L(X1, Y ). Let G : ρ(A)→L(U, Y ) be such that

G(s)−G(β) = C[(sI −A)−1 − (βI −A)−1]B, (4)

for all s, β ∈ ρ(A). Then Σ = (A,B,C,G) is a system node on (U,X, Y ).
U is the input space of Σ, X is its state space, Y is its output space, A is its

semigroup generator, B is its control operator, C is its observation operator and G
is its transfer function. (A,B,C) is the generating triple of Σ.

For a system node Σ it is useful to introduce the space

V =

{[
x
v

]
∈ X × U | Ax+Bv ∈ X

}
, (5)

which is a Hilbert space with the norm∥∥∥∥[xv
]∥∥∥∥2

V

= ‖x‖2 + ‖v‖2 + ‖Ax+Bv‖2 .

We recall the space D0 introduced in Section 1:

D0 =

{[
x
v

]
∈ X × C2([0,∞), U) |

[
x
v(0)

]
∈ V

}
. (6)

The operator C&D ∈ L(V, Y ), called the combined observation/feedthrough op-
erator of Σ, is defined by

C&D

[
x
v

]
= C

[
x− (βI −A)−1Bv

]
+ G(β)v .

This makes sense, because for [ xv ] ∈ V we have x−(βI−A)−1Bv ∈ D(A). It is easy
to verify (using (4)) that the above definition of C&D is independent of the choice of

β ∈ ρ(A). We have G(s) = C&D
[
(sI−A)−1B

I

]
. To make the connection with more

familiar formulas from finite-dimensional linear systems theory, note the following
particular case: if B ∈ L(U,X) and C ∈ L(X,Y ), then the limit D = limλ→∞G(λ)
exists and we have C&D = [C D], G(s) = C(sI −A)−1B +D.

Suppose that Σ is a system node on (U,X, Y ) with generating triple (A,B,C)
and transfer function G. Choose β ∈ ρ(A) and introduce the Hilbert space Z =
D(A) + (βI −A)−1BU , with the norm

‖z‖2Z = inf{‖x‖21 + ‖v‖2U | x ∈ D(A), v ∈ U, z = x+ (βI −A)−1Bv}.
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(The space Z is independent of the choice of β.) The system node Σ is called
compatible if C has an extension C ∈ L(Z, Y ).

Such an extension C is usually not unique. If Σ is compatible, then for every
extension C we can find a unique D ∈ L(U, Y ) such that

C&D

[
x
v

]
= Cx+Dv ∀

[
x
v

]
∈ V .

Hence, in this case, G(s) = C(sI −A)−1B +D for every s ∈ ρ(A).
The following proposition from [26, Sect. 2] shows that at least for suitably

smooth input fuctions and compatible initial states, Σ has well defined state tra-
jectories and output functions.

Proposition 2.3. Let Σ be a system node on (U,X, Y ), let A,B and V be as in
(5) and let C&D be the combined observation/feedthrough operator of Σ. For all
[ z0u ] ∈ D0 the equation

ż(t) = Az(t) +Bu(t) , z(0) = z0, (7)

has a unique (classical) solution satisfying z ∈ C1([0,∞), X) ∩ C2([0,∞), X−1),
[ zu ] ∈ C([0,∞), V ). The corresponding output function y, defined by

y(t) = C&D

[
z(t)
u(t)

]
,

is in C([0,∞), Y ).

It is easy to show that under the assumptions of Proposition 2.3, if ü(t) = O(eωt)
as t→∞ for some ω ∈ R, then the Laplace transforms û, ẑ, and ŷ satisfy

ẑ(s) = (sI −A)−1[z0 +Bû(s)], (8)

ŷ(s) = C(sI −A)−1z0 + G(s)û(s), (9)

for all s ∈ C for which Re s is larger than ω and also larger than the growth bound
of T (see, for example, [42, Lemma 4.7.11]). If z0 ∈ X and the input signal u is
a distribution with a Laplace transform defined on some right half-plane, then (8)
and (9) define the signals z and y as distributions that have polynomially bounded
Laplace transforms on some right half-plane.

The dual system node Σd has the generating triple (A∗, C∗, B∗) and transfer
function Gd defined by Gd(s) = G(s̄)∗.

We obtain the well-known class of well-posed linear systems by adding one more
assumption to those in Definition 2.2.

Definition 2.4. Let Σ be a system node on (U,X, Y ). We call Σ well-posed if for
some (hence for every) t > 0 there exists an Mt ≥ 0 such that

‖z(t)‖2 + ‖y‖2L2([0,t],Y ) ≤ Mt

(
‖z0‖2 + ‖u‖2L2([0,t],U)

)
, (10)

for all z, y, z0, and u satisfying the conditions of Proposition 2.3.

A well-posed system node is usually called a well-posed linear system. Necessary
and sufficient conditions for well-posedness were given in Curtain and Weiss [10]. For
alternative definitions, background and examples we refer to Salamon [33], Staffans
[38], [42], [43], Weiss [50], [51], Weiss and Rebarber [54] and Weiss, Staffans and
Tucsnak [55]. All well-posed systems are compatible, see Staffans and Weiss [43].
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If the system node Σ is well-posed, then it defines a family of bounded operators
parameterized by t ≥ 0,

Σt =

[
Tt Ψt

Φt Ft

]
(11)

from

[
X

L2([0, t];U)

]
to

[
X

L2([0, t];Y )

]
, such that

Σt

[
z0

Ptu

]
=

[
z(t)
Pty

]
for all z0, z(t), u and y as in Proposition 2.3. Here, Ptu and Pty are the restrictions
of u and y to [0, t]. In fact, well-posed linear systems are usually defined via the
operator family (Σt)t≥0 by imposing certain algebraic conditions.

The state trajectories of the well-posed Σ are given by

z(t) = Ttz0 + Φtu, (12)

where u ∈ L2
loc([0,∞), U) is the input function. The operators Φt are called the

input maps of Σ and they are given by

Φtu =

∫ t

0

Tt−σBu(σ)dσ . (13)

The output function of the well-posed Σ is given by

y = Ψz0 + Fu , (14)

where Ψ : X→L2
loc([0,∞), Y ) is called the (extended) output map of Σ and F

is a continuous linear operator from L2
loc([0,∞), U) to L2

loc([0,∞), Y ) called the
(extended) input-output map of Σ. Ψ is given by

(Ψz0)(t) = CTt z0 ∀ z0 ∈ D(A) (15)

and for every t ≥ 0 we have Ψt = PtΨ. F is given by

(Fu)(t) = C&D

[
Φtu
u(t)

]
,

for all u ∈ C2([0,∞), U) such that u(0) = 0. For every t ≥ 0 we have Ft =
PtFPt. The transfer function of every well-posed system is proper, meaning that it
is uniformly bounded on some right half-plane.

Let us now return to the more general case of a system node Σ on (U,X, Y ), with
input signal u and output signal y. We are interested in the feedback control law
u = Ky+ v, where K ∈ L(Y,U) and v is the new input signal. This corresponds to
Figure 1, but with −K in place of κ. Elementary manipulations lead to

[I −G(s)K]ŷ(s) = C(sI −A)−1z0 + G(s)v̂(s) (16)

and if the operators I −KG(s) have bounded inverses for all s in some right half-
plane, then we can compute

ẑ(s) = (sI −A)−1[z0 +BK(I −G(s)K)−1C(sI −A)−1z0]

+(sI −A)−1BK(I −G(s)K)−1G(s)v̂(s) . (17)

In general, such a feedback need not result in a system node (even if the inverse of
I −G(s)K is uniformly bounded on some right half-plane). In fact, a closed-loop
semigroup generator may not exist. In this paper we are interested in the special
case where the feedback results in a system node ΣK , called the closed-loop system.
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In this case we call K an admissible feedback operator for the system node Σ. A
necessary condition for this is the bounded invertibility of the operators I −KG(s)
for all s in some right half-plane. From (16) we see that the transfer function of ΣK

is
GK = G(I −KG)−1 = (I −GK)−1G

and its observation operator CK is determined by

CK(sI −AK)−1 = (I −G(s)K)−1C(sI −A)−1 .

From (17) we see that the semigroup generator AK is determined by

(sI −AK)−1 = (sI −A)−1 + (sI −A)−1BK(I −G(s)K)−1C(sI −A)−1, (18)

and the control operator BK is determined by

(sI −AK)−1BK = (sI −A)−1B(I −KG(s))−1 .

The last three formulas hold for all s ∈ ρ(A)∩ρ(AK). The latter is not empty since
both A and AK are semigroup generators.

In particular, if the closed-loop system ΣK is well-posed, then the L(U)-valued
function (I −KG)−1 is proper and we call K a well-posed feedback operator for Σ.
Well-posed feedback operators for well-posed systems were studied in [51], [42].

Proposition 2.5. Let Σ be a system node on (U,X, Y ) and let K ∈ L(Y,U).
Then K is an admissible feedback operator for Σ if and only if K∗ is an admissible
feedback operator for the dual system node Σd. Similarly, K is a well-posed feedback
operator for Σ if and only if K∗ is a well-posed feedback operator for Σd.

If K is an admissible feedback operator for Σ, resulting in the closed-loop system
ΣK , then the feedback operator K∗ for Σd leads to the closed-loop system ΣdK

∗
,

which is the dual of ΣK .

3. Impedance passive and scattering passive systems. In this section, we
give rigorous definitions for the concepts of scattering passive and impedance passive
system nodes following the terminology in [39, 40, 41]. We start with the much
simpler case of discrete-time systems.

Definition 3.1. Let U,X, Y be Hilbert spaces. A discrete-time system Σd on
(U,X, Y ) consists of four operators Ad ∈ L(X), Bd ∈ L(U,X), Cd ∈ L(X,Y )
and Dd ∈ L(U, Y ), also called the generating operators of Σd. If u is an input
signal for the system (an arbitrary U -valued sequence defined for k ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .}),
then a state trajectory of the system corresponding to this input is a solution z
of the difference equation zk+1 = Adzk + Buk. This space trajectory is uniquely
determined if we specify the initial state z0 ∈ X. The corresponding output signal
y is the Y -valued sequence defined by yk = Czk +Duk.

While the Laplace-transform is a common tool for analysing continuous-time
systems, the analogous tool for discrete-time systems is the Z-transform: if u is a
sequence then its Z-transform is û(z) =

∑∞
k=0 ukz

−k. If the series converges for
some ζ ∈ C, then it converges for every z ∈ C with |z| > |ζ|. In this case, we call u
Z-transformable. With the notation of the last definition, if u is Z-transformable
and z0 = 0, then also y is Z-transformable and we have ŷ(z) = Gd(z)û(z), for all
z ∈ C with |z| sufficiently large, where

Gd(z) = Cd(zI −Ad)−1Bd +Dd ∀ z ∈ ρ(A) .

The L(U, Y )-valued function Gd is called the transfer function of Σd.
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Definition 3.2. With the notation of the last definition, Σd is scattering passive if
for all z0 ∈ X, all input signals u and all m ∈ N,

‖zm‖2 − ‖z0‖2 ≤
m−1∑
k=0

‖uk‖2 −
m∑
k=0

‖yk‖2 . (19)

Σd is impedance passive if for all z0 ∈ X, all input signals u and all m ∈ N,

‖zm‖2 − ‖z0‖2 ≤ 2Re

m−1∑
k=0

〈uk, yk〉 . (20)

In fact, it enough to verify (19) or (20) for m = 1, as it is easy to see. Hence,

(19) holds if and only if

[
Ad Bd
Cd Dd

]
is a contraction. In this case, Ad is a contraction

and Gd satisfies ‖Gd(z)‖ ≤ 1 for all z ∈ C with |z| > 1.
It is readily verified that (20) is satisfied if and only if the following holds[

A∗dAd A∗dBd
B∗dAd B∗dBd

]
≤
[
I C∗d
Cd Dd +D∗d

]
. (21)

In this case, Ad is (again) a contraction and Gd satisfies Gd(z) + Gd(z)
∗ ≥ 0 for

all z ∈ C with |z| > 1.

Definition 3.3. With the notation of Definition 2.2, the (internal) Cayley trans-
form of Σ for the parameter α ∈ ρ(A) is the following operator in L(X×U,X×Y ):[

A(α) B(α)
C(α) G(α)

]
=

[
(αI +A)(αI −A)−1

√
2Reα(αI −A)−1B√

2ReαC(αI −A)−1 G(α)

]
. (22)

Note that the Cayley transform of Σ defines a discrete-time linear system Σd
with generating operators Ad = A(α), Bd = B(α), Cd = C(α), Dd = G(α). Some
algebraic computation (using (4)) shows that the transfer function of Σd is

Gd(z) = G

(
αz − α
z + 1

)
∀ z ∈ ρ(Ad) =

{
α+ λ

α− λ

∣∣∣∣ λ ∈ ρ(A)

}
.

The above formula for ρ(Ad) refers to the usual case when A is unbounded. If A is
bounded, then ρ(Ad) contains in addition the point −1.

We denote by C0 the open right half-plane:

C0 = {s ∈ C |Re s > 0} ,

and we denote by H2(C0) the usual Hardy space of analytic functions on C0, see
Rudin [31]. If U is a Hilbert space, then the Hardy space H2(C0;U) (containing
analytic U -valued functions) is defined similarly, see for example Nagy and Foias
[27] or Rosenblum and Rovniak [30]. The inner product on H2(C0;U) is

〈v, w〉 =
1

2π

∫ ∞
−∞
〈v(iω), w(iω)〉d ω ,

where the values v(iω), w(iω) are obtained as nontangential limits, for almost every
ω ∈ R. The Paley-Wiener theorem states that the Laplace transformation is a
unitary operator from L2([0,∞), U) to H2(C0;U).

Take α ∈ C0. The functions ϕk : C0→C defined by

ϕk(s) =

√
2Reα

α+ s

(
α− s
α+ s

)k
,
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where k ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .}, form an orthonormal basis in H2(C0). (Indeed, for α = 1
this is well-known, and for other α it follows by scaling and vertical shifting.) This
implies that every û ∈ H2(C0;U) can be written in a unique way as

û(s) =

∞∑
k=0

ukϕk(s) , (23)

where uk ∈ U and
‖u‖2 =

∞∑
k=0

‖uk‖2 .

Remark 3.4. One fascinating fact in infinite-dimensional systems theory is that
the internal Cayley transformed system Σd inherits many important properties of
Σ, and it also works in the opposite direction: many properties of Σ follow from
properties of Σd. The reason for this is as follows:

Let Σ be a system node. Assume that its initial state is zero and

u ∈ C2([0,∞), U) ∩ L2([0,∞), U)

is such that the corresponding output signal y (defined as in Proposition 2.3) satisfies
y ∈ L2([0,∞), Y ). Then (according to (9)) we have ŷ(s) = G(s)û(s), for all s in
some right half-plane. Using the representation (23) for û, and a similar one for ŷ,
we obtain that for Re s sufficiently large,

√
2Reα

α+ s

∞∑
k=0

yk

(
α− s
α+ s

)k
= G(s)

√
2Reα

α+ s

∞∑
k=0

uk

(
α− s
α+ s

)k
.

Denoting z = α+s
α−s (so that s = αz−α

z+1 ), we obtain

∞∑
k=0

ykz
−k = G

(
αz − α
z + 1

) ∞∑
k=0

ukz
−k = Gd(z)

∞∑
k=0

ukz
−k .

Thus, regarding (uk) as the input signal to the Cayley transformed system Σd, with
initial state zero, the sequence (yk) will be the corresponding output signal. In
other words, the input-output map of Σd corresponds to the input-output map of
Σ through the unitary transformation that maps u into the sequence (uk). Similar
statements hold for the input-to-state map and the initial state-to-output map.

In the following definition we use the notation D0 from (6).

Definition 3.5. Let Σ be a system node with input space U , state space X and

output space Y . Σ is called scattering passive if for all

[
x
u

]
∈ D0 and every τ > 0,

‖z(τ)‖2 − ‖z0‖2 ≤
∫ τ

0

‖u(t)‖2dt−
∫ τ

0

‖y(t)‖2dt .

Here the state trajectory z and the output function y(t) are defined as in Proposition
2.3. Σ is called impedance passive if Y = U and for all τ > 0, (1) holds.

From Definition 2.4 we see that scattering passive system nodes are automatically
well-posed and system stable. The semigroup of any scattering or impedance passive
system is a semigroup of contractions. We refer to Staffans [39], [41], [43, Section 7]
and Weiss and Tucsnak [56, Section 4] for more details on scattering passive systems.
The following theorem is contained in [43, Theorem 7.4] and [39, Theorems 3.3, 4.2].
If X, A and X1 are as in Section 2, we denote by Z−1 the dual of X1 with respect
to the pivot space X. The spaces U and Y are identified with their duals.
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Theorem 3.6. Let Σ, U, X and Y be as in the last definition. We denote the
generating triple of the system node Σ by (A,B,C) and its transfer function by G.

(a) Σ is scattering passive if and only if for some (hence, for every) s ∈ ρ(A)[
A+A∗ (sI +A∗)(sI −A)−1B

B∗(sI −A∗)−1(sI +A) B∗(sI −A∗)−12(Re s)(sI −A)−1B

]
+

[
C∗C C∗G(s)

G(s)∗C G(s)∗G(s)

]
≤
[

0 0
0 I

]
.

(b) Σ is impedance passive if and only if Y = U and for some (hence, for every)
s ∈ ρ(A)[

A+A∗ (sI +A∗)(sI −A)−1B
B∗(sI −A∗)−1(sI +A) B∗(sI −A∗)−12(Re s)(sI −A)−1B

]
≤
[

0 C∗

C G(s) + G(s)∗

]
.

(c) Σ is impedance passive if and only Y = U and for some (hence, for every)
α ∈ C0 the Cayley transform defined in (22) satisfies[

A(α)∗A(α) A(α)∗B(α)
B(α)∗A(α) B(α)∗B(α)

]
≤
[

I C(α)∗

C(α) G(α) + G(α)∗

]
Note that all the above matrices in (a) and (b) are self-adjoint operators in L(X1×

U,Z−1 × U), so that they determine symmetric quadratic forms on X1 × U . The
inequalities in (a), (b) are understood in the sense of these quadratic forms.

Remark 3.7. By point (a) of the above theorem, the transfer function G of any
scattering passive system is defined on C0 and it satisfies ‖G(s)‖ ≤ 1 for all s ∈ C0.

By point (b) of the above theorem the transfer function of any impedance passive
system is necessarily positive, i.e.,

G(s) + G(s)∗ ≥ 0 for all s ∈ C0 .

Both converse statements are false, even in finite dimensions. This is because
impedance or scattering passivity depends on the realisation of G.

Remark 3.8. If equality holds in (1), then the system is called impedance energy
preserving and the condition in part (b) of Theorem 3.6 becomes an equality. In
this case A generates an isometric semigroup.

We recall that if E ∈ L(U) is self-adjoint, then U has a unique orthogonal
decomposition into E-invariant subspaces U = U− ⊕ U+ such that 〈Ev, v〉 ≤ 0 for
all v ∈ U− and 〈Ev, v〉 > 0 for all non-zero v ∈ U+. The operator E+ obtained
by redefining E to be zero on U− is called the positive part of E. Noting that
‖E‖I ≥ E+ ≥ E, we deduce the following corollary.

Corollary 3.9. Let Σ be a system node with transfer function G. Let ΣE be the
system node with the same generating operators and the transfer function G + E,
where E = E∗ ∈ L(U). If ΣE is impedance passive, then for all c ≥ ||E+|| the
system node ΣcI is impedance passive.

Remark 3.10. For the special case that A is skew-adjoint and C = B∗, we see
that the necessary and sufficient condition for impedance passivity reduces to

G(s) + G(s)∗ −B∗(s̄I −A)−1(2Re s)(sI −A)−1B ≥ 0 , (24)
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for some (hence, for every) s ∈ ρ(A). In particular, if there exists an ω ∈ R such
that iω ∈ ρ(A), then (24) reduces to G(iω) + G(iω)∗ ≥ 0.

Remark 3.11. As in Staffans [39, p. 294], it is easily verified that the necessary
and sufficient condition in (b) for a well-posed system with a bounded generating
triple A,B,C to be impedance passive reduces to[

−A−A∗ C∗ −B
C −B∗ D +D∗

]
≥ 0 ,

where D = limλ→+∞G(λ). In the case that D+D∗ is invertible, this is equivalent
to D +D∗ > 0 and A+A∗ + (C∗ −B)(D +D∗)−1(C −B∗) ≤ 0.

We have the following simple alternative condition for impedance passivity.

Proposition 3.12. Let Σ be a system node with generating triple (A,B,C) and
transfer function G. Let ΣE be the system node with the same generating operators
and the transfer function G + E, where E = E∗ ∈ L(U). If iω ∈ ρ(A), then ΣE is
impedance passive if and only if[

−A−1ω −A−∗ω A−1ω B +A−∗ω C∗

B∗A−∗ω + CA−1ω 2E + G(iω) + G(iω)∗

]
≥ 0 , (25)

where Aω = A− iωI.

Proof. According to Theorem 3.6(b) with s = iω, ΣE is impedance passive if and
only if [

Aω +A∗ω −A∗ωA−1ω B − C∗
−B∗A−∗ω Aω − C −2E −G(iω)−G(iω)∗

]
≤ 0 .

Premultiplying this with the block operator diag(A−∗ω , I) and postmultiplying with
diag(A−1ω , I) yields (25).

Remark 3.13. Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.12 define Bω = A−1ω B and
Cω = −CA−1ω . Then (25) is the necessary and sufficient condition for the reciprocal
system with bounded generating triple (A−1ω , Bω, Cω) and transfer function

Gr(s) = G(iω) + Cω(sI −A−1ω )−1Bω

to be impedance passive. If 2E + G(iω) + G(iω)∗ is invertible, then the necessary
and sufficient condition (25) for the impedance passivity of ΣE becomes

A−1ω +A−∗ω + (A−1ω B +A−∗ω C∗)(2E + G(iω) + G(iω)∗)−1(B∗A−∗ω + CA−1ω ) ≤ 0.

In particular, if A is skew-adjoint, then A∗ω = −Aω and the above necessary and
sufficient condition reduces to B = C∗ and

2E + G(iω) + G(iω)∗ ≥ 0. (26)

An easy consequence of Proposition 3.12 is the following.

Corollary 3.14. Suppose that Σ is a system node with generating triple (A,B,C)
and transfer function G, where A generates a contraction semigroup on X and there
exists an ω ∈ R such that iω ∈ ρ(A) and

B∗(iωI +A∗)−1 = C(iωI −A)−1 . (27)

Then Σ is impedance passive if and only if

G(iω) + G(iω)∗ ≥ 0 .
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Hence, the minimal self-adjoint E for which ΣE is impedance passive is

E = −1

2
[G(iω) + G(iω)∗].

An interesting class of systems with colocated actuators and sensors was inves-
tigated in Oostveen [28]: A generates a contraction semigroup, B is bounded and
C = B∗. It is well-known that under these assumptions G(s) = B∗(sI − A)−1B is
positive and below we show that the system is also impedance passive.

Proposition 3.15. Let Σ be well-posed linear system on (U,X,U) with generating
operators (A,B,B∗), where B ∈ L(U,X) and A generates a contraction semigroup
on X. Then Σ is impedance passive.

Proof. Rearranging the terms in part (b) of Theorem 3.6 we see that Σ is impedance
passive if and only if for some s ∈ ρ(A),[

A+A∗ (A+A∗)(sI −A)−1B
B∗(s̄I −A∗)−1(A+A∗) B∗(s̄I −A∗)−1(A+A∗)(sI −A)−1B

]
≤ 0 , (28)

and this can be factored as[
I 0
0 B∗(s̄I −A∗)−1

] [
A+A∗ A+A∗

A+A∗ A+A∗

] [
I 0
0 (sI −A)−1B

]
≤ 0 . (29)

Since B is bounded, the left-hand side defines a symmetric quadratic form on X1×U
and it is clearly non-negative.

In Curtain and Weiss [11] it was shown by means of counter-examples that for B
unbounded the above proposition is false. So it is interesting to ask if it is possible
to find an explicit expression for the minimal E to ensure that ΣE is impedance
passive. In [11] this was done for the special class of well-posed systems satisfying
the following two assumptions.

Assumption ESAD. The operator A is essentially skew-adjoint and dissipative,
which means that D(A) = D(A∗) and there exists a Q ∈ L(X) with Q ≥ 0 such that

Ax+A∗x = −Qx ∀ x ∈ D(A) . (30)

Assumption COL. Y = U and C = B∗.

Remark 3.16. For a well-posed system satisfying the above two assumptions, in
[11] (in Theorem 5.2 and its proof) it was shown that the expression

E = − 1

2
[G(s) + G(s)∗] +

1

2
B∗(s̄I −A∗)−1 [2(Res)I +Q] (sI −A)−1B, (31)

is independent of s ∈ C0 and this operator can be written also in the form

E = − 1

2
lim
λ→∞

[G(λ)∗ + G(−λ)] .

Under an additional smoothness assumption on B, it was shown in Proposition 5.5
of [11] that the above E is the minimal self-adjoint operator ensuring the positivity
of the transfer function G + E.

Now we show that the expression (31) is independent of s also for a system node
with colocated actuators and sensors and, with this operator E, the system node
ΣE is impedance passive. Here we allow s ∈ ρ(A).
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Theorem 3.17. Let Σ be a system node satisfying the assumptions ESAD and
COL and let E be defined by (31) where s ∈ ρ(A). Then E is independent of
s ∈ ρ(A) and the system node ΣE with generating triple (A,B,B∗) and transfer
function GE = G + E is impedance passive. Moreover, E is the smallest self-
adjoint operator in L(U) which has this passivity property.

Proof. First we note that the proof of Theorem 5.2 in [11] that the right-hand
side of (31) is a constant also holds for a system node and for all s ∈ ρ(A). For
every F = F ∗ ∈ L(U), let us denote by ΣF the system node with generating triple
(A,B,B∗) and transfer function GF = G + F . For simplicity we prove the result
for a real s = λ. According to Theorem 3.6, ΣF is impedance passive if and only if
for some real λ > 0,[

2λ(λI −A∗)−1Q(λI −A)−1
√

2λ(λI −A∗)−1Q(λI −A)−1B√
2λB∗(λI −A∗)−1Q(λI −A)−1 PF (λ)

]
≥ 0 ,

(32)
where PF (λ) = GF (λ)∗ + GF (λ) − B∗(λI − A∗)−12λ(λI − A)−1B. If (32) holds
for some λ > 0, then it holds for all λ > 0. Using (31) we find that

PF (λ) = 2(F − E) +B∗(λI −A∗)−1Q(λI −A)−1B. (33)

We see from (32) that ΣF is impedance passive if and only if for some λ > 0,[ √
2λ(λI −A∗)−1 0

0 B∗(λI −A∗)−1
] [

Q Q
Q Q

]
[ √

2λ(λI −A)−1 0
0 (λI −A)−1B

]
≥
[

0 0
0 2(E − F )

]
. (34)

Again, if this holds for some λ > 0, then it holds for all λ > 0. It is clear that the
left-hand expresssion is nonnegative and so we see that (34) holds for F = E, and
that this is the smallest possible value for which ΣF is impedance passive.

Remark 3.18. If Q = 0 (A is skew-adjoint) and F = E, then clearly we have
equality in (32). According to [39, Theorem 4.6], it follows that if Q = 0, then ΣE
is impedance energy preserving (see Remark 3.8).

Remark 3.19. In the case that B is bounded and G(s) = D + B∗(sI − A)−1B,
then taking limits as Re s→∞ shows that −2E = D +D∗.

Another interesting class of systems is those with self-adjoint A.

Lemma 3.20. Suppose that Σ is a system node and that A ≤ 0 (i.e., A is self-
adjoint and 〈Ax, x〉 ≤ 0 for all x ∈ D(A)).

1. If 0 ∈ ρ(A) and C = B∗, then the system node ΣE will be impedance passive
if and only if

2E + G(0) + G(0)∗ ≥ 0 .

2. ΣE is impedance passive if for some α > 0

C∗ = (αI +A)(αI −A)−1B,

2E + G(α) + G(α)∗ − 2αB∗(αI −A)−2B ≥ 0 .

3. If C∗ = B and (αI −A)−
1
2B is a bounded operator for some positive α, then

there exists a minimal self-adjoint E for which ΣE is passive. It is given by

E = − 1

2
[G(s) + G(s)∗] +B∗(s̄I −A)−1[(Re s)I −A](sI −A)−1B, (35)
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which holds for all s ∈ C0.

Proof. We leave this to the reader as it is similar to previous proofs.

4. Impedance passive systems with feedback. The next result describes a
feedback transformation from impedance passive nodes to scattering passive well-
posed systems. It is closely related to [39, Theorem 5.2] and to [52, Section 2].

Proposition 4.1. Let Σp be an impedance passive system node on (U,X,U) with
generating triple (A,B,C) and transfer function Gp and let k > 0. Suppose that up

is a C2 input function and z0 an initial state satisfying Az0+Bup(0) ∈ X, and z, yp

are the resulting state trajectory and output function, as in Proposition 2.3. Then
there is a unique scattering passive system node Σs with the following property: if

we use the same initial state z0 and the new input function us =
√

k
2 (u

p

k + yp)

for the system node Σs, then the state trajectory of Σs is again z and the output

function of Σs is given by ys =
√

k
2 (u

p

k − y
p). We have (I + kGp)−1 ∈ H∞ and

the transfer function of Σs is

Gs = (I − kGp)(I + kGp)−1 .

Σs can be thought of as a closed-loop system node obtained from Σp as shown in
Figure 2. In [39], k is chosen to be 1, while in [52], 1

r appears in place of k. Staffans
in [39] calls the transformation from Σp to Σs the diagonal transformation (or the
external Cayley transformation) and he traces it back to the work of M. Livsic [23].

Proof. Noting that Gp is positive, according to Proposition 2.1 in [11] (with c = 0),
it follows that (I + kGp)−1 ∈ H∞. Thus the closed-loop transfer function

Gs = (I − kGp)(I + kGp)−1 = 2(I + kGp)−1 − I
is in H∞. Hence, inputs us ∈ L2([0,∞), U) produce outputs ys ∈ L2([0,∞), U).
Moreover, it is easy to check that the scattering passivity property holds, since

‖us(t)‖2 − ‖ys(t)‖2 = 2Re 〈yp(t), up(t)〉 . (36)

It remains to show that Σs is a system node. To do this we use the internal Cayley
transform introduced in Section 3, in particular in (22). First we note that from
Theorem 3.6 the Cayley-transformed system node produces the discrete-time linear
system with generating operators Ad, Bd, Cd, Dd that satisfy (21). So the discrete-
time system is impedance passive. As noted above, I + kG(α)p = I + kDd is
invertible for all k > 0 and α ∈ C+. Hence the closed-loop discrete-time system
obtained via the transformation is well-defined and its generating operators are
given by Asd, B

s
d, C

s
d, D

s
d are given by

Asd = Ad −Bd(I + kDd)
−1kCd, Bsd =

√
2kBd(I + kDd)

−1 ,

Csd = −
√

2k(I + kDd)
−1Cd, Ds

d = (I + kDd)
−1(I − kDd)

−1 .

Using (36) it is easy to see that it is scattering passive. Hence

[
Asd Bsd
Csd Ds

d

]
is

a contraction. In particular, this implies that Asd is a contraction. So its inverse
Cayley transform will define the generator of a contraction semigroup if and only
if -1 is not an eigenvalue of Asd. Using a contradiction argument we show that -1
cannot be an eigenvalue of Asd. Suppose, on the contrary, that Asdx = −x for some
non-zero x ∈ X. Then from the contraction property we obtain

‖x‖2 + ‖Csdx‖2 = ‖Asdx‖2 + ‖Csdx‖2 ≤ ‖x‖2.
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Hence 0 = Csdx = −
√

2k(I + kDd)
−1Cdx and Cdx = 0. But

−x = Asdx = Adx−Bdk(I + kDd)
−1Cdx = Adx

implies that -1 is an eigenvalue of Ad. Since we have assumed that A generates
a contraction semigroup, we have arrived at a contradiction. The inverse Cayley
transform of the closed-loop discrete-time system is Σs and it has a (contraction)
semigroup generator. Thus Σs is a scattering passive system node.

-us √
2
k

- g
6

+ −

-
up

k
k -u

p

Σp -
yp g?+

−
-
√

k
2

-
ys

Figure 2. The scattering passive system Σs with input us and
output ys, obtained from the impedance passive system node Σp

via the diagonal transformation, as in Proposition 4.1.
————————–

The relation between scattering passive and impedance passive system nodes in
Proposition 4.1 allows us to prove the following stronger version of Theorem 1.2.

Theorem 4.2. Let Σ be a system node on (U,X,U) with generating triple (A,B,C)
and transfer function G. For any E ∈ L(U) we denote by ΣE the system node with
the same generating triple and with the transfer function G + E. Assume that
E∗ = E is such that ΣE is impedance passive. Denote

c = ‖E+‖ , κ0 =
1

c
,

where E+ is the positive part of E (see Section 3).
Then for every κ ∈ (0, κ0), K = −κI is a well-posed feedback operator for Σ and

the corresponding closed-loop system Σκ is system stable. Moreover, the semigroup
of Σκ is a contraction semigroup on X.

Proof. The generating triple of Σκ is complicated to express directly in terms
of A,B,C,G and κ (see for example [42]). Instead, we use an indirect approach
involving several transformations from one system to another. Recall that the
system node Σ has the transfer function G. Let Σp be the impedance passive
system node with transfer function Gp = G + cI from Corollary 3.9. We apply
Proposition 4.1 to Σp, which implies that for every k > 0, the closed-loop system
node Σs with the transfer function Gs = (I−kGp)(I+kGp)−1 is scattering passive
and hence well-posed. We have

I + kGp = (1 + kc)I + kG = (1 + kc)

(
I +

k

1 + kc
G

)
. (37)

Denote κ = k
1+kc , so that κ ∈ (0, κ0). We know from Proposition 4.1 that (I +

kGp)−1 ∈ H∞, and this together with (37) shows that (I + κG)−1 ∈ H∞. So
Gκ = G(I + κG)−1 ∈ H∞ and the input-output connection in Figure 1 is well-
posed. It remains to show that −κI is a well-posed feedback operator for Σ with the
closed-loop system node Σκ. We do this by clarifying its relationship with the three
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system nodes Σ, Σp and Σs. They are all obtained from the same basic system node
Σ by defining new input and output signals via linear transformations applied to
the original input signal u and the original output signal y of Σ (this does not affect
the state trajectories). We start with the connection with Σκ: we denote its input
by v (as in Figure 1). The output of Σκ is y, the same as for Σ. Then u = v − κy
(see Figure 1), or in matrix form:[

u
y

]
=

[
I −κI
0 I

] [
v
y

]
.

The input and output signals of Σp are up = u and yp = y + cu. The input and
output signals of Σs, denoted us and ys, have been defined in terms of up and yp

in Proposition 4.1 (see Figure 2). Writing these formulas in matrix form, we have[
up

yp

]
=

[
I 0
cI I

] [
u
y

]
,

[
us

ys

]
=

√
k

2

[
1
k I I
1
k I −I

] [
up

yp

]
.

To obtain the relation between the signals of Σκ and Σs, we have to multiply the
three 2× 2 matrices appearing above, which yields[

us

ys

]
=

√
k

2

[
( 1
k + c)I [1− ( 1

k + c)κ]I
( 1
k − c)I −[1 + ( 1

k − c)κ]I

] [
v
y

]
=

[
1
αI 0
βI −αI

] [
v
y

]
,

where

α =
√

2κ(1− κc) , β =
1− 2κc

α
,

so that α > 0. Inverting the last 2× 2 matrix, we have[
v
y

]
=

[
αI 0
βI − 1

αI

] [
us

ys

]
. (38)

This relation is illustrated in Figure 3.

-v 1
α

-

β

us
Σs

ys +

−
- 1

α
- g

-

? -
y

Figure 3. The feedback system Σκ from Figure 1, with input v
and output y, as obtained from the scattering passive system Σs

with input us and output ys. Note that there is no feedback loop
involved in this transformation.

————————–

We denote the generating triple of Σs by (As, Bs, Cs) and its transfer function
by Gs. Note from (38) and Figure 3 that there is no feedback loop involved in the
transformation between the inputs and outputs of the scattering passive system Σs

and of Σκ. So the latter is in fact a well-posed system and from (38) we deduce
that its generating triple (Aκ, Bκ, Cκ) and Gκ are given by

Aκ = As , Bκ =
1

α
Bs , Cκ = − 1

α
Cs , Gκ =

β

α
I − 1

α2
Gs . (39)
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Since the scattering passive linear system Σs is system stable, the above relations
imply that Σκ is also system stable. Similarly, since As generates a contraction
semigroup, so does Aκ.

5. Weak and strong stabilization. In this section, we continue our analysis of
the stabilization of impedance passive system nodes. We need the following result
about the spectrum of the closed-loop generator AK under admissible feedback from
Curtain and Jacob [13, Theorem 6.2], a generalization of Lemma 4.4 in Salamon
[33], see also Weiss and Xu [57] for related results.

Theorem 5.1. Let Σ be a system node with generating triple (A,B,C) and trans-
fer function G. Suppose that K ∈ L(Y,U) is an admissible feedback operator
for Σ producing the closed-loop system node ΣK . Denote its generating triple by
(AK , BK , CK) and its transfer function G(I −KG)−1 by GK .

Then for λ ∈ ρ(A) we have that λ ∈ ρ(AK) if and only if I−KG(λ) is invertible.

Actually, in [13] this is proved for operator nodes, a slightly more general concept
than system nodes. The idea of the proof is to apply the Cayley transform to Σ
and ΣK and then to verify the corresponding discrete-time result.

For a system node Σ on (U,X, Y ) with generating triple (A,B,C) we define the
unobservable space

N = {x ∈ X | C(sI −A)−1x = 0 for Re s > ω} ,
where ω is some real number larger than the growth bound of the semigroup gen-
erated by A. Clearly, the choice of ω is unimportant. Note that the approximate
observability in infinite time of Σ is equivalent to N = {0}. The corresponding
space for the dual system node is

N d = {x ∈ X | B∗(sI −A∗)−1x = 0 for Re s > ω} .
Clearly the approximate controllability in infinite time of Σ is equivalent to N d =
{0}. The main result of this section is a strengthened version of Theorem 1.3:

Theorem 5.2. Suppose that Σ is a system node on (U,X,U) with generating triple
(A,B,C) and transfer function G. For any E ∈ L(U) we denote by ΣE the system
node with the same generating triple as Σ, but with the transfer function G + E.
Suppose that there exists E = E∗ ∈ L(U) such that ΣE is impedance passive, let
c = ‖E+‖, where E+ is the positive part of E and denote κ0 = 1

c .
Then for every κ ∈ (0, κ0) the operator K = −κI is a well-posed feedback operator

for Σ. If either of the following conditions holds,

{x ∈ N | ‖Ttx‖ = ‖x‖ = ‖T∗tx‖ ∀ t > 0 } = {0} , (40){
x ∈ N d | ‖Ttx‖ = ‖x‖ = ‖T∗tx‖ ∀ t > 0

}
= {0} , (41)

then the semigroup Tκ of the closed-loop system Σκ is weakly stable.
Moreover, if (40) or (41) hold and σ(A) ∩ iR is countable, then both semigroups

Tκ and Tκ∗ are strongly stable.

Proof. (a) To prove weak stability, recall from Theorem 4.2 that Σκ is a well-posed
linear system and Tκ is a semigroup of contractions. In Szökefalvi-Nagy and Foias
[27] or Davies [14, Corollary 6.22] (see also Benchimol [8]) it is shown that Tκ is
weakly stable if Xu = {0}, where

Xu = {x ∈ X | ‖Tκt x‖ = ‖x‖ = ‖Tκ∗t x‖ ∀ t > 0 } ,
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i.e., Tκ is completely non-unitary. We show that (40) implies Xu = {0}. Theorem
3.6 applies to the scattering passive system node Σs introduced in the proof of
Theorem 4.2 (shown in Figure 2). Noting the close relationships betweeen the
generating operators of Σκ and Σs from (39), we obtain

〈Aκz, z〉+ 〈Aκ∗z, z〉+ α2〈Cκ∗Cκz, z〉 ≤ 0 ∀ z ∈ D(Aκ) ,

where α2 = 2κ(1 − κc) > 0 and 〈·, ·〉 is the duality pairing between D(Aκ) and its
dual with respect to the pivot space X. We take z = Tκt x to obtain

d

dt
‖Tκt x‖2 + α2‖CκTκt x‖2 ≤ 0 ∀ x ∈ D(Aκ) .

Integrating from 0 to t gives ‖Tκt x‖2 +α2
∫ t
0
‖CκTκσx‖2 dσ ≤ ‖x‖2, and this can be

extended by continuity to all of X:

‖Tκt x‖2 + α2

∫ t

0

‖(Ψκx)(σ)‖2 dσ ≤ ‖x‖2 ∀ x ∈ X , t ≥ 0 . (42)

Suppose now that x ∈ Xu. Substituting this x into (42) implies that Ψκx = 0.
Consider Σ with the initial state x ∈ Xu and input u = 0. Denote the corresponding
output signal of Σ by y, which is defined by its Laplace transform

ŷ(s) = C(sI −A)−1x ∀ s ∈ C0

(see Section 2). The initial state of Σκ is the same x and its input signal is v = κy
(see Figure 1). Its output signal satisfies y = Ψκx+ κFκy = κFκy. Taking Laplace
transforms we obtain (I − κGκ)ŷ = 0. Since I − κGκ = (I + κG)−1, it follows
that ŷ = 0, and so v = 0. Hence the state trajectory z(·) of Σκ is given by
z(t) = Tκt x. Since the systems Σ and Σκ have the same state trajectory z(·), we
obtain z(t) = Tκt x = Ttx for all t ≥ 0. In particular, it follows that ‖Ttx‖ = ‖x‖ for
all t ≥ 0. We now redo this whole argument with the dual of Σ using Proposition
2.5. This shows that ‖T∗tx‖ = ‖x‖ = ‖Ttx‖ for all t ≥ 0.

The output signal y of Σ with initial state x ∈ Xu and with zero input equals the
output signal of Σκ. We have seen earlier that ŷ = 0, i.e., x ∈ N . According to (40)
we obtain x = 0. Hence Xu = {0}, so that Tκ is weakly stable. Dual arguments
show that (41) implies the weak stability of Tκ∗, which in turn is equivalent to the
weak stability of Tκ.

(b) The second step is to derive a useful estimate concerning the open-loop
transfer function G. Since cI + G is a positive transfer function (see Remark 3.7
and Corollary 3.9), for all s ∈ C0 and for all u0 ∈ U with ‖u0‖ = 1 there holds∥∥∥∥( 1

κ
I + G(s)

)
u0

∥∥∥∥ ≥ Re

〈(
1

κ
I + G(s)

)
u0, u0

〉
=

1

κ
− c + Re 〈(cI + G(s))u0, u0〉 ≥

1

κ
− c > 0 . (43)

Suppose that ω ∈ R is such that iω0 ∈ ρ(A). Then ( 1
κI + G(s))u0 is analytic on

a small neighbourhood Nε = {z| ‖z − iω0‖ < ε} (and of course also on C0). By
continuous extension we obtain from (43) that for iω0 ∈ ρ(A) and ‖u0‖ = 1,∥∥∥∥( 1

κ
I + G(iω0)

)
u0

∥∥∥∥ ≥ 1

κ
− c > 0 . (44)

(c) To prove strong stability, first we show that

σ(Aκ) ∩ iR ⊂ σ(A) ∩ iR . (45)
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Since −κI is an admissible feedback operator for Σ that produces the well-posed
closed-loop system Σκ, we can apply Theorem 5.1 to obtain that if λ ∈ σ(Aκ)∩ρ(A),
then − 1

κ ∈ σ(G(λ)). In particular, suppose that for some ω ∈ R we have iω0 ∈
σ(Aκ) ∩ ρ(A), then − 1

κ ∈ σ(G(iω0)). To prove (45), we have to show that such an
ω0 cannot exist. We consider the classical three cases:

If − 1
κ is in the point spectrum of G(iω0), then there exists u0 ∈ U with ‖u0‖ = 1

such that
1

κ
u0 + G(iω0)u0 = 0 .

This is in direct contradiction with (44).
If − 1

κ is in the residual spectrum of G(iω0), then it is in the point spectrum of
G(iω0)∗. Then a similar argument applied to the dual system node with the dual
transfer function Gd(s) = G(s̄)∗ also leads to a contradiction.

The remaining possibility is that − 1
κ is in the continuous spectrum of G(iω0).

In this case there exists a sequence un ∈ U with ‖un‖ = 1 and∥∥∥∥ 1

κ
un + G(iω0)un

∥∥∥∥→ 0 as n→∞ . (46)

This is again in contradiction with (44). We have established (45).
This implies that (with the assumption in the last part of the theorem) σ(Aκ)∩iR

is countable. According to Theorem 4.2 Tκ is a contraction semigroup. Its weak
stability (shown earlier in this proof) implies that Aκ and Aκ∗ have no eigenvalues
on iR. So we can apply the main result from Arendt and Batty [2] to establish the

strong stability of Tκ. Since σ(Aκ∗) ∩ iR = σ(Aκ) ∩ iR, a similar argument shows
that T∗ is also strongly stable.

Remark 5.3. Note that (40) means that the unitary part of T (i.e., its restriction
to the space Xu defined in the last proof) is approximately observable in infinite
time. In particular, (40) holds if (A,C) is approximately observable in infinite time.
Similar remarks hold for the dual condition (41). In particular, (41) is implied by
the approximate controllability in infinite time of (A,B).

Remark 5.4. Theorem 5.2 generalizes Theorem 14 in Batty and Phong [7] to
unbounded operators B and C, while eliminating the assumption that C = B∗.

Remark 5.5. Let Σi, i = 1, 2, be two impedance passive system nodes with the
inputs ui, outputs yi and transfer functions Gi, i = 1, 2. Hence we have

‖zi(τ)‖2 − ‖zi(0)‖2 ≤ 2

∫ τ

0

Re〈ui(t), yi(t)〉dt .

Subsituting u1 = −y2 + vcl, u2 = y1 we obtain

‖z1(τ)‖2 − ‖z1(0)‖2 ≤ 2

∫ τ

0

Re〈−y2(t) + vc(t), y1(t)〉dt ,

‖z2(τ)‖2 − ‖z2(0)‖2 ≤ 2

∫ τ

0

Re〈y1(t), y2(t)〉dt ,

and adding these two equations yields

‖z1(τ)‖2 + ‖z2(τ)‖2 − ‖z1(0)‖2 − ‖z2(0)‖2 ≤ 2

∫ τ

0

Re〈vc(t), y1(t)〉dt .
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Hence the above feedback connection produces another impedance passive system

Σcl with the state

[
z1
z2

]
, the input vcl, the output ycl = y1 and the transfer function

Gcl = G1(I −G2G1)−1 (see van der Schaft [34, Proposition 3.2.5]).
Hence, according to Theorem 4.2, for all ε > 0 the feedback control law vcl =

−εycl + v produces a well-posed closed-loop system Σε that is system stable. Its
transfer function is given by Gε = G1(I + G2G1 + εG1)−1. Note that Σε can
equally well be obtained by applying the transformation u1 = −(εI + G2)y1 to Σ1.
In the finite-dimensional literature this is known as dynamic feedback stabilization.

6. A class of damped second order systems with colocated actuators
and sensors. In this section we introduce a class of damped second order systems
that are impedance passive system nodes (in the sense that (1) holds), where the
actuators and sensors are colocated (in the sense that assumption COL holds).

Let U0 and H be Hilbert spaces and let A0 : D(A0)→H be positive and bound-
edly invertible on H. For every µ > 0, we define Hµ = D(Aµ0 ), with the norm
‖ϕ‖µ = ‖Aµ0ϕ‖H , and we define H−µ = H∗µ (duality with respect to the pivot space
H). We denote H0 = H and ‖ϕ‖0 = ‖ϕ‖H . We assume that

C0 ∈ L(H 1
2
, U0) , M ∈ L(H 1

2
, H− 1

2
) , M ≥ 0 .

By M ≥ 0 we mean that it defines a positive quadratic form on H 1
2
. We identify

U0 with its dual, so that C∗0 ∈ L(U0, H− 1
2
).

We wish to study the system described by the abstract second order equation

q̈ +Mq̇ +A0q = C∗0u, y = C0 q̇. (47)

This is a slight generalization of the class of systems studied in Tucsnak and Weiss
[47, 56]. We introduce the state space X = H 1

2
×H and we define

A : D(A)→X , A =

[
0 I
−A0 −M

]
, (48)

X1 = D(A) =
{

[ qw ] ∈ H 1
2
×H 1

2
| A0q +Mw ∈ H

}
,

C =
[

0 C0

]
, B =

[
0
C∗0

]
,

then B ∈ L(U0, X−1), B∗, C ∈ L(X1, U0). It is also easy to verify that COL holds
and

A∗ : D(A∗)→X , A∗ =

[
0 −I
A0 −M

]
,

D(A∗) =
{

[ qw ] ∈ H 1
2
×H 1

2
| −A0q +Mw ∈ H

}
,

It can be shown that the operators A,B,C and D define a compatible system node
Σ on (U,0X,U0), whose state trajectories z and output functions y corresponding
to C2 input functions u and compatible initial conditions satisfy{

ż = Az +Bu,
y = Cz .

(49)

As in [56], [11], it is not difficult to prove that (47) is equivalent to (49), for any
C2 input signal u and compatible initial conditions q(0) and q̇(0), i.e., A0q(0) +
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Mq̇(0)− C∗0u(0) ∈ H. Indeed, the connection is provided by

z =

[
q
q̇

]
.

Note that

A+A∗ =

[
0 −0
0 −2M

]
,

and so ESAD is not satisfied if M is unbounded. However, since 0 ∈ ρ(A), it is
relatively easy to show that this system is impedance passive by using Corollary
3.14. We have

A−1 =

[
−A−10 M −A−10

I 0

]
, A−∗ =

[
−A−10 M A−10

−I 0

]
,

and so
CA−1 =

[
C0 0

]
= −B∗A−∗ .

Moreover, G(0) = 0 and the conditions of Corollary 3.14 are satisfied.

Example. In the literature there are many examples of systems of the type dis-
cussed above (see Luo et al [25]). We consider an example in Bontsema [9]. This
is an idealized model of a large flexible satellite with a central hub. The partial
differential equation model for a beam of length 2 is

ρa
∂2w

∂t2
(t, x) + ĒI

∂5w

∂t∂x4
(t, x) + EI

∂4w

∂x4
(t, x) = 0,

∂3w

∂x3
(−1, t) = 0 =

∂3w

∂x3
(1, t) ,

∂2w

∂x2
(−1, t) = 0 =

∂2w

∂x2
(1, t),

u0(t) = EI[
∂3w

∂x3
(0+, t)− ∂3w

∂x3
(0−, t)] + ĒI[

∂4w

∂t∂x3
(0+, t)− ∂4w

∂t∂x3
(0−, t)],

u1(t) = − EI[
∂2w

∂x2
(0+, t)− ∂2w

∂x2
(0−, t)] + ĒI[

∂3w

∂t∂x2
(0+, t)− ∂3w

∂t∂x2
(0−, t)],

y0(t) =
∂w

∂t
(0, t), y1(t) =

∂2w

∂t∂x
(0, t).

Here, w(x, t) represents the vertical displacement of the beam at co-ordinate x along
the beam at time t, a is the cross-sectional area of the beam, ρ its mass density, E
is Young’s modulus, I the moment of inertia of the beam per cross-section and Ē
is a constant reflecting the stress-strain relation in the beam. u0(t) is the force and
u1(t) is the moment acting on the centre of the beam at time t. y0(t) and y1(t) are
the measurements of the velocity, respectively the angular velocity, in the middle of
the beam at time t. Although the observation and control operators are admissible,
the transfer function grows as

√
s as S → ∞ along the real axis and so it is not

well-posed. Various stabilization schemes for this unstable system were developed
in [9], but stabilization using colocated actuators and sensors was not treated. Here
show that it can be strongly stabilized using static output feedback. Denote by
H4(−1, 1) the Sobolev space

H4(−1, 1) = {f ∈ L2(−1, 1) | df
dx
,
df2

dx2
d3f

dx3
∈ L2(−1, 1)},

where the derivatives are defined in terms of distributions. In [9] it was shown that

the operator A0 = d4

dx4 with domain

D(A0) = {w ∈ H4(−1, 1) | d
2w

dx2
(−1) = 0,

d3w

dx3
(−1) = 0,

d2w

dx2
(1) = 0,

d3w

dx3
(1) = 0}
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is a densely defined, nonnegative, self-adjoint operator on L2(−1, 1). Since it has
a double eigenvalue at zero, to fit this example into the framework of (48) with
H := L2(−1, 1), M = A0, we need to introduce the modified inner product on the
state-space X = D(A0)⊕ L2(−1, 1)

〈[ z1z2 ] , [w1
w2

]〉X = 〈z1, w1〉+ 〈A
1
2
0 z1, A

1
2
0 w1〉+ 〈z2, w2〉,

where the inner products are in L2(−1, 1). Let U0 = C2, y =
[
y0 y1

]
, u =

[
u0
u1

]
and define

C0w =
[
∂w
∂t (0) ∂2w

∂t∂x (0)
]
.

Although this example now fits into the framework (48)–(47), due to the eigenvalues
at zero, Corollary 27 is not applicable. Instead we use Theorem 3.6 to show that it
is impedance passive with the colocated pair u, y. First we compute

(sI −A)−1 = =

[
V (s)(sI +M) V (s)
−V (s)A0 sV (s)

]
,

where V (s) = (s2I +Ms+A0)−1 ∈ L(H− 1
2
, H 1

2
).

(sI −A)−1B =

[
V (s)C∗0
sV (s)C∗0

]
,

(sI +A∗)(sI −A)−1B −B∗ = (A+A∗)(sI −A)−1B,

G(s) = C(sI −A)−1B = B∗sV (s)B.

From here,
G(s) + G(s)∗ −B∗(sI −A)−12Res(sI −A)−1B

= −B∗V (s)2|s|2MV (s)B

= B∗(sI −A∗)−1(A+A∗)(sI −A)−1B.

As in the proof of Proposition 3.15 the inequality in part (a) of Theorem 3.6 can be
factored as (29) and the system Σ is impedance passive. This example is unstable
due to a double eigenvalue at 0. In [9] it is shown that the spectrum of its generator
is countable, it is approximately controllable in infinite time and approximately
observable in infinite time. We have seen that it is impedance passive, hence for
any κ > 0 the feedback u = −κy+ v results in a strongly stable closed-loop system.

7. The effect of damping and feedthrough on a class of second order sys-
tems. In this section we examine the conditions under which the following second
order system will be almost impedance passive.

q̈ +Mq̇ +A0q = B0u,

y = C0 q̇,

where A0,M,C0 are as in Section 6 and B0 ∈ L(U0, H− 1
2
). As in Section 6 it can be

shown that this is equivalent to a compatible system node with everything defined
as in Section 6, except for B which is given by

B =

[
0
B0

]
, and B∗ =

[
0 B∗0

]
.

As before, G(0) = 0. We apply Proposition 3.12 with ω = 0 to obtain conditions
for ΣE to be impedance passive. We compute

A−1 +A−∗ =

[
−2A−10 M 0

0 0

]
,
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CA−1 +B∗A−∗ =
[
C0 −B∗0 0

]
, and

A−∗C∗ +A−1B =

[
A−10 (C∗0 −B0)

0

]
.

So ΣE is impedance passive if and only if

2Re〈u, (C0 −B∗0)x〉 ≤ 2〈Mx, x〉 − 〈u,Eu〉

for all x ∈ H 1
2
, u ∈ U0. For simplicity suppose that M is invertible. Then by

completing the square you can show that with E = − 1
4 (C0 − B∗0)M−1(C∗0 − B0),

ΣE is impedance passive. So if M is invertible, Σ is almost impedance passive for an
arbitrary choice of C0−B∗0 . The actuators and sensors need not be colocated. Note
that colocated actuators and sensors are necessary for Σ to be impedance passive.

8. A class of damped second order systems with colocated actuators and
sensors, but not impedance passive. In this section we show that colocated
actuators and sensors need not imply impedance passivity. We then design a non-
colocated input and output pair so that the system is almost impedance passive and
we derive an explicit expression for the minimal E for which (2) holds. Following
Section 6, we formulate our systems as compatible system nodes. Let U0, U1, H, be
Hilbert spaces and Hµ = D(Aµ0 ), H−µ = H∗µ and M be as in Section 6. We assume
that

C0 ∈ L(H 1
2
, U0) , C1 ∈ L(H1, U1) .

As before, we identify U0 and U1 with their duals, so that C∗0 ∈ L(U0, H− 1
2
),

C∗1 ∈ L(U1, H−1).
We assume that C0 and C1 have extensions C0 and C1 such that the operators

D0 = C0A
−1
0 C∗1 ∈ L(U1, U0) ,

D1 = C1A
−1
0 C∗0 ∈ L(U0, U1)

C2 = C1A
−1
0 M ∈ L(H 1

2
, U1)

exist. Moreover, we assume that C2 has an extension C2 such that the following
operator exists

D2 = C2A
−1
0 C∗1 ∈ L(U1, U1).

We define again X = H 1
2
×H and A is defined by (48),

C =

[
0 C0,
C1 2C2

]
, C =

[
0 C0,
C1 2C2

]
,

B =

[
0 A−10 C∗1
C∗0 0

]
, D =

[
0 D0

0 D2

]
,

Dcol =

[
0 D0

0 0

]
,

where B ∈ L(U,X−1), B∗, C ∈ L(X1, U). It is easy to verify that

B∗ =

[
0 C0

C1 0

]
and it can be shown that the operators A,B,C and D and the operators A,B,B∗

and Dcol define compatible system nodes Σ and Σcol, respectively, on (U,X,U). We
denote their transfer functions by G, respectively, Gcol. The state trajectories z
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and output functions y of Σ corresponding to C2 input functions u and compatible
initial conditions satisfy {

ż = Az +Bu,
y = Cz +Du.

(50)

The state trajectories z and output functions y of Σcol corresponding to C2 input
functions u and compatible initial conditions satisfy{

ż = Az +Bu,
y = B∗z +Dcolu.

(51)

As in [11] it is straightforward to prove that (50) is equivalent to the following
second order differential equation and the two output equations:

q̈ +Mq̇ +A0q = C∗0u0 +A−10 C∗1 u̇1 , (52)

y0 = C0 q̇, y1 = C1 q + C2 q̇ (53)

for C2 input signals u0, u1 and compatible initial conditions q(0) and q̇(0). Indeed,
the connection is provided by

z =

[
q
w

]
, u =

[
u0
u1

]
, y =

[
y0
y1

]
, w = q̇ −A−10 C∗1u1 .

Similarly, (51) is equivalent to the same second order differential equation (52) and

two output equations:

y0 = C0 q̇, y1 = C1 q (54)

for C2 input signals u0, u1 and compatible initial conditions q(0) and q̇(0). Applying
Proposition 3.12 we obtain the following necessary and sufficient conditions for Σcol
to be impedance passive:

〈u, (Gcol(0) + G(0)∗col)u〉 ≥ 2〈x,Mx〉+ 2Re〈C2x, u1〉

for all x ∈ H 1
2
, u0 ∈ U0, u1 ∈ U1, where u =

[
u0
u1

]
. But

Gcol(0) + Gcol(0)∗ =

[
0 D∗1
D1 D2 +D∗2

]
and so Σcol is not impedance passive. It will be almost impedance passive with

2E =

[
0 −D∗1
−D1 2E22 −D2 −D∗2

]
,

provided that

2〈u1, E22u1〉 ≥ 2〈x,Mx〉+ 2Re〈C2x, u1〉.

for all x ∈ H 1
2
, u1 ∈ U1. If M is invertible, then this is satisfied with E22 ≥

− 1
4C2M

−1C∗2 . Alternatively, if there exists a Q ∈ L(X,U1) such that QM
1
2 z =

1
2C2z for x ∈ H 1

2
, then ΣE is impedance passive with E22 ≥ −Q∗Q. Otherwise, it

is hard to see how to choose E11. Instead we show that by choosing the output as in
(53), it is clear how to choose an E so that ΣE is impedance passive. By applying
Corollary 3.14, we obtain sufficient conditions for ΣE to be impedance passive.
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Lemma 8.1. Let Σ be the compatible system node from (50) and denote its transfer
function by G. Then for E = E∗ ∈ L(U), ΣE will be impedance passive if and only
if

G(0) + G(0)∗ + 2E ≥ 0 .

Moreover, the smallest E for which this holds is

E = − 1

2

[
0 D∗1
D1 0

]
. (55)

Proof . First we show that condition (27) holds. We have 0 ∈ ρ(A) and

CA−1 =

[
C0 0
C2 −C1A

−1
0

]
and

B∗A−∗ =

[
−C0 0
−C2 C1A

−1
0

]
.

So we have CA−1 + B∗A−∗ = 0, and applying Corollary 3.14 to ΣE proves that it
is impedance passive.

The transfer function of Σ is given by G(s) = C(sI −A)−1B +D, which is easy
to compute in terms of A0, C0 and C1. We have

CA−1B =

[
0 C0A

−1
0 C∗1

−C1A
−1
0 C∗0 C2A

−1
0 C∗1

]
, (56)

and

G(0) + G(0)∗ =

[
0 D∗1
D1 0

]
.

So the smallest E such that ΣE is impedance passive is given by (55).
An example of this type of system with no damping was given in Weiss and

Curtain [53]. It was a model of a hinged elastic beam with 2 sensors, one measuring
the curvature and one measuring the angular velocity at a point on the beam.
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